
Jonny Boats Bass 100 Motor Boat Army 
Green

Jonny Boats

Product number: JB-BSS100-AG

Innovative boat concept by Jonny Boats that meets 
your personal wishes and requirements.

Weight: 35 kg
1.499,00 € * 1.499,00 €

The new Jonny Boats Bass 100 is a dream come true for those who like to spend their free time at, in and on 
the water. Whether amateur or professional anglers or just passionate hobby captain - the Bass 100 is 
configured by you to get exactly what you need. This is ensured by the various accessories and equipment 
options like different center consoles with and without trolling motor, a stand-up bar, mounting rails, rod 
holders, various rudders and fins and the FeelFree equally well-known and popular Gravity Seat. In addition, 
there are many more accessories in the equipment options
And should your needs or wishes change over time, your Bass 100 can also be adapted to the new 
requirements. The Bass 100 is much more a customizable boat system than just a boat.

The one-piece Tri-Hull hull made of virtually indestructible polyethylene makes the Bass 100 not only 
unsinkable, but also with only 35kg (standard version without equipment) surprisingly light. Nevertheless, it 
allows a payload of up to 181kg including driver. The generous deck offers enough space for your 
equipment.
The drive is provided by outboards between 2.5 and 3.5 hp or any small 2- or 4-stroke, self-contained 
outboard motor. With a 2.5 hp outboard, speeds of up to 10 knots (~18.5 km/h) can be achieved. Optionally, 
a front console with electric motor can be selected, which provides with 40lbs (~ 0.5 hp) additional 
propulsion. The electric motor is especially interesting for anglers, as it is significantly quieter than a 
comparable petrol engine.

Please note that this article forms the basis for the configuration and is therefore supplied without 
accessories. The exception is the illustrated seat, this is included.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=b3e1f0373a08791541e0e383e0a27c4e

